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MISSION STATEMENT

IMPROVING HEALTH
• REDUCING RISK
• PREVENTING HIV
•

Since 1998, we have served the city of Grand Rapids by providing
people with access to the tools, information, resources, and
support that they need to stay healthy. We maintain a focus on

empowering individuals to make any positive change,
as they define it for themselves, in their own lives and in
their communities. We envision a world in which everyone has
access to the health related services that they need, when and where
they need them.
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TO OUR SUPPORTERSThe Grand Rapids Red Project was established 22 years ago in 1998. We are now pleased to
finally bring you our very first annual report!
2020 was a challenging year, but we have been reminded of our interconnectedness and
know that what we do and don’t do impacts us all. Through all the division 2020 presented,
we recognize more than ever that we are in this together and sitting on the sidelines is not
an option. We also recognize more than ever that it’s necessary we share our strengths and
successes.
Aside from the usual sharing of relevant audited financial statements in an annual report,
in this our first edition you will meet some of our staff and program participants. Staff and
Participants are our lifeblood. They make Red Project tick. Staff and Participants are the people
reducing the spread of HIV, and saving lives from overdose.
In the 2020 report we’ll address safety measures we implemented to protect our staff and
community from COVID-19. We’ll talk about technical assistance we provided over the past 2
years, to help expand the number of syringe access programs operating in our state from 4 to
30. We’ll remind you of the programming we provide here in West Michigan, and where your
dollars go when you donate to Red Project.
Importantly, we’ll share some of our internal racial equity work and we’ll introduce the
Michigan Users Union- a group for and by people who use drugs aimed to provide mutual
support and advocacy to create lasting change.
Finally, we will list some of the community partners with which we collaborate. These
relationships vastly expand our reach and let’s be clear, we do nothing alone.
We hope you enjoy our annual report, and we thank you for your 2020 support of Red
Project. We are interconnected in this world, and we are in this together. We hope our work
this year will motivate you to create positive change, and we will continue to be motivated by
your support and desire to create a fairer, more just, more compassionate world.
Sincerely,

Wendy Taylor, Board President
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COVID-19 RESPONSE
We’d like to highlight some of the changes we have made at Red Project to safely navigate
through COVID-19.
When MI Gov. Whitmer first issued the Stay Home, Stay Safe order last year, we
immediately responded with action to ensure our participants continued to have access to our
essential services while keeping staff and participants safe.
We transitioned to low or no contact service delivery. We began offering masks and hand
sanitizer to staff and participants. We increased ventilation. Many staff transitioned to work
at home; for those that couldn’t we created additional space and separations. We provided
additional paid time off to all staff.
Through these changes, we were able to continue providing our essential service delivery.
In the midst of COVID, people still need to be treated for HIV, people still need sterile syringes,
people still need access to treatment and recovery resources, and with increases in overdose
as a result of COVID naloxone rescue kits and the ability of community members to respond to
overdose is more important than ever.
Through COVID, we have not stopped, we have not slowed down, because the issues we
address do not stop, they do not slow down. In fact, many have gotten worse, and as a result we
have added in some additional service delivery.
Syringe access is now available in Ottawa County and our site in Baldwin, Lake County
is now busier than ever. We ensured access to more life-saving naloxone in 2020 than ever
before. For our insufficiently housed clients living with HIV, we acquired limited funding
that allowed us to provide them with extended hotel stays. We were able to deliver groceries
and other essentials to participant’s doorsteps. We’ve been able to provide support to others
experiencing homelessness- tarps, heaters, propane tanks, food, warm clothing and other
necessary supplies to get through a Michigan winter.
This has been difficult. Red Project has been providing services day in, day out, through
all of this. One thing we have definitely learned, is that we are stronger when we are together.
We need you, you need us, we need our participants, and our participants need us. Our
community is all of us. We are incredibly grateful for the support we have received in this past
year, and we feel blessed to be able to continue this work into the next year. Thank you for your
support, and thank you for taking this journey with us.
Sincerely,
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Stephen Alsum, Executive Director

Olivia Martin after
COVID-19 Vaccine

Jess Meibeyer getting
the COVID-19 Vaccine
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STAFF MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR

GILBERT PEARSON
It is with great regret that we
mourn with the community the
passing of Gilbert Pearson. Gilbert
was selected by his peers as an
Employee of the Year prior to his
passing, however he was presented
the award posthumously. The award
will be placed in a scrapbook and
given to his family.
Gilbert came into our harm
reduction family a few years back
with a strong foundation in 12 step.
Although these two philosophies
do not always meld, Gilbert made it
work, in word and action. Gilbert was
a strong calming presence in his role
as a Recovery Coach at Red Project.
In this last year, as he was dealing
with some of his physical limitations,
he always wanted to work, to keep
working, helping other people,
showing others some of the love that
he himself had been a recipient of.
Gilbert loved food, he made friends
with some neighborhood squirrels,
he loved his hats, and he loved to be
around his friends and family. Gilbert
will be deeply missed. Our hearts and
well wishes go out to his family in
this difficult time.
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EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR

JOSHUA MCLENITHAN
I am a Recovery Coach with The
Grand Rapids Red Project. I meet
individuals where they’re at and
help guide them toward reaching
their goals. That may be abstinence,
medically assisted treatment,
rehabilitation or finding work. I
love the job I do and Red Project
as a whole because it doesn’t seem
like “work” and it allows me to give
back and help those who tend to be
forgotten. We provide services in
a non-judgmental way that makes
individuals more likely to utilize our
services and that is just one of the
many reasons I love Red Project.
I will try to carry the torch that
Gilbert lit. I strive to be just 10% of
the RC he was because then I know
I’m doing a great job. Gilbert was a
wealth of knowledge, information
and words of wisdom. He taught me
how to set boundaries, advocate for
clients and maintain partnerships
with other local organizations that
can better help our clients.
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OUR PROGRAMS
HIV CASE MANAGEMENT

2018

95

96

2017

74

92

113

Case managers work alongside someone to ensure HIV medical care is accessible, they make
connections to community resources, and are a support when things come up that could keep
someone from being involved in treatment. Case management is community based- we meet
our participants where they are at in the community.

2016

2019

2020

Since we started our Early Intervention and Case
Management services, we have seen the rise in our
clientals who need support to get connected with
medical case quickly as well as other necessary services.

HIV LINKAGE TO CARE
Early Intervention Specialists work with people living with HIV who are out of care on
reengaging in medical care, as well as connecting people who are newly diagnosed. They can
also help with benefits navigation
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TOBACCO USE REDUCTION
Our Tobacco Treatment Specialist works with people living with HIV to improve their health
by encouraging the reduction of tobacco use. Reducing tobacco use can increase lifespan by
12 years.

TESTING
We offer free confidential rapid HIV and Hepatitis C testing. Knowing your status is the
best first step a person can take to protecting their health and that of the community. Early
diagnosis & treatment are key components to establishing and maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

CLEAN WORKS

2016

2017

2018

782,999

597,992

476,696

367,692

1,374,088

Clean Works is our comprehensive harm reduction program. The syringe access program
operates based on the belief that access to preventative health tools is a basic human right. We
serve over a thousand people a year and help to prevent countless HIV and hepatitis C infections.

2019

2020

THE NUMBER OF SYRINGES DISTRIBUTED
11

OD PREVENTION

Next Distro is a national online platform
through which people can request mail
order naloxone kits and harm reduction
supplies. Red Project serves as Next’s
statewide affiliate, filling orders for people
who live in Michigan.

2017

4241

7906

2016

2935

2120

NEXT DISTRO

10,167

The Red Project offers Naloxone for FREE to
people who use drugs, family members, and
friends who want to be prepared for loved
ones who may be at risk of an accidental
overdose. We have documented thousands
of lives saved through this program, and Kent
County now has some of the lowest overdose
death rates in the state.

2018

2019

2020

NALOXONE KITS DISTRIBUTED

RECOVERY COACHING
Our recovery coaching program works with people who are actively using substances on
meeting basic life needs. When a participant has set a goal, we try to help them reach that goal.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Red Project has been tapped by the state of Michigan to provide technical assistance and
expertise in program start up to new naloxone distribution and syringe access programs
across the state. We are excited to export the knowledge and tools we have developed here in
West Michigan so that others in our state can also have access to these basic health services.
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RACIAL EQUITY
It is Red Project’s belief, and we will continue to believe that

BLACK LIVES MATTER. The main issues we address – HIV/AIDS,
Hepatitis C, Overdose, and Substance Use – have been used to oppress the
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) communities.
We have been a fixture in BIPOC communities for 22 years, and we realize
there is more work to do. We are committed to raising and centering the
voices, bodies, minds, and spirits of people disproportionately impacted by
the health issues we address. We are committed to putting power into the
hands of those most marginalized; to dismantling the Drug War; to growth
and change; and always, to Black Lives.
From listening to our staff, the need was identified to work with an outside
professional to improve Diversity, Racial Equity, and Inclusion efforts and to
create steps to meet goals and stay accountable. In 2020, we began work with
Brigham Consulting. Our initial work with the firm has ended, however the
work we have to do is just beginning. Brigham Consulting provided us with
great insight and we are excited to engage in the process of changing our
culture and amplifying the voices of BIPOC.
We fully realize there is always room for growth, and we are actively
working toward a better Red Project. By continuously improving our
structure and organizational culture, our programming will reflect this
positive change.
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OUR IMPACT & CLIENT STORIES
OUR SUCCESS
The success we have in achieving our organization’s goals is due to the tremendous
generosity and courage of our participants, and the trust they place in our staff to share their
story with us. At Red Project we meet people where they are at, at any stage of change. In a
world that stigmatizes health issues, sharing your story can be a courageous act. These are a
piece of the stories of John, and of Jessica and Jason:

MEET JOHN
John’s first visit to the Red Project was filled with appreciation of the space for
community. What stood out to him was the safe atmosphere and how “in-tune” the staff are
to helping everyone. Like many of our participants John was experiencing homlessness,
stigma, and bias related to his health needs. Red Project quickly pulled together short term
housing options, transportation to and from appointments, and food assistance.
John’s take on Red Project- “It seems like [Red Project] is like a family”. Having
experienced losing his family because of stigma associated with his health condition, the
safe space and nonjudgmental approach from staff was appreciated. He continued “ The
[staff] made sure I was aware that they cared for me and wanted to be involved every step of
the way in my success”.
We asked John what’s changed since working with us- “Literally my life has changed
- because all the things I felt were negatives in my life became positives with the [harm
reduction] work that you all do”, he continued “You are just a big wrap around security
blanket, you know?”
What surprised him most about the care program is that “everyone just seems to be on
the same page when trying to help”, he noted that if one staff didn’t have information about
a needed service another would.
We wouldn’t be who we are if we didn’t ask how we could improve his care or
experience at Red Project. John gladly offered his thoughts, “[we] need to do better on our
housing options”. Red Project agrees. Thank you, John. We look forward to seeing you
around the office as soon as it’s safe to do so.
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MEET JESSICA AND JASON
Described by staff as a couple with compassion and full
of smiles. Only a year ago they would describe their situation
as anything but smiles. Jessica, Jason, and their children had
spent the year prior to working with Red Project in homeless
shelters. Eventually, the couple began working with Red Project.
Two months after reaching out to Red Project the unimaginable
happened, their children were removed from their care.
We asked what stood out the most for them at their first
appointment - they described enjoying how nice and kind
the staff treated them. Most of all they appreciated the respect
shown to their demographic background. Jason and Jessica described their experience with their
recovery coach “[They] never cast any judgment… But most of all [they were] persistent and told us
that things will get better…”.
Meeting regularly with recovery coaching staff Jessica and Jason were able to stop using.
With the support of our staff, they were able to find a home, continue their recovery, and work
with the foster care system to ultimately have their children return home.
Describing Red Project “They never hesitate even if they don’t have the resources internally,
they have a widespread hand in the community and a solution is always found. No problem is
too great, especially when you have the right mindset”. We wanted to know what surprised them
most about the Red Project and they told us “The kindness and discretion. But most of all the
compassion. These people really believe in what they’re doing and it shows”.
Finally, we asked Jessica and Jason to freely share- “Whenever we experienced a serious
low and we didn’t know how we were going to get through the next obstacle they were always
there to answer the phone. Sometimes we didn’t have friends, family or any type of resource, but
they were there to... help us find a solution. [Our recovery coaches] and I’m sure the help of many
others behind the scenes... always took us out of our darkest
times and set us on platforms to succeed. Whether that was in
the form of a meal, a stable place to rest, help with the bills or
just words of encouragement. Being able to reach out to the Red
Project turned tragedies into triumphs.”
These words would humble anyone. At Red Project we are
focused on the success of those we serve- however they define
this for themselves. Thank you, Jason and Jessica, for sharing a
piece of your story.
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USER’S UNION
HOW IT STARTED
Currently in our society there is not a safe space for people actively using drugs. People
‘come out’ as people who use drugs, and have things taken away from them- their family,
their jobs, their housing, etc. The Users Union fills two major needs- providing a safe space
for people who actively use drugs to provide mutual support, and to organize around issues
that collectively impact people who use drugs to create necessary change.

WHAT IS ITS PURPOSE
“To enable and empower people who use drugs, legal or deemed illegal, worldwide to survive,
thrive and exert our voices as human beings to have meaningful input into all decisions that
affect our own lives.” -Vancouver Declaration

WHAT HAVE WE WORKED ON
We lean on our members to dictate the intentions of the group, and as such, the group has
spearheaded the following community based initiatives: homelessness outreach at Heartside
Park where we provide harm reduction tools, food, and seasonal donations; “I Can Narcan”
initiative - providing free Narcan to community businesses/organizations in an effort to make
Narcan accessible to the public; and lastly, we focused on a community clean-up directive
with the intention of changing the narrative of dehumanization towards drug users.

WHAT WILL WE CONTINUE TO WORK ON/TOWARD
For this year our intentions are currently set on advocacy work regarding the legalization of
syringe access programs across the state of Michigan. Alongside this, we wish to continue
evolving and expanding the “I Can Narcan” initiative, and pairing that with advocacy work to make
Narcan more readily available from community based organizations. This work will save lives.
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Pictured are members of the User’s Union after a community organizing training in Grand Rapids.
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COMMUNITY PARTNERS
HIV PREVENTION PROGRAM:
• The Diplomat
• The Pride Center
• AYA
• Cherry Health
• KCHD
• Mercy Health (ID)
• Hospitals (PEP)

• LGBTQ Consortium
• Turning Point
(non-COVID times)
• YWCA (PEP/ PrEP)
• Hispanic Center of West 		
Michigan

HIV CARE PROGRAM
• McCleese Muskegon (Prevention and Care)
• Community Rebuilders
• Feeding America
Provided food to PLWHIV
Also stocked food in the CW side, and used Shipt to safely
deliver food to clients during COVID
• Westminster Pantry
Limited food (pick up and go) during 2020
• Local Hotels (Housing during COVID)
Local hotels provided housing for clients mid-pandemic
• Shipt and Uber (during COVID)
• Exodus Place
• K’Quiana Grffin-Knowling, Womens’ HIV Support Group
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CLEAN WORKS & OVERDOSE PREVENTION PROGRAM:
• Be A Rose
Tampons, Pads, Diva Cups,
Diva Wash
Built a continued partnership 		
with into 2021
• Lake, Mason, Oceana Counties
		 * West MI CMH
				Up north
• Ottawa County
		 * Ottawa CMH
				Building Men for LIFE
				OAR (in and out patient)
				Allegan CMH
• Muskegon County
		 * Health West - Muskegon
				Mercy Life Counseling Center
				Cherry Health (Muskegon and GR)
		 * Cherry Health Recovery Center
- Kent County
		 * Pivot Program
		 * Pine Rest

		 * Arbor Circle
		 * Stanford House
		 * West MI Comprehensive 		
		 * Treatment Center
		 * Salvation Army Turning Point
		 * Degage
		 * Network 180
		 * Kent County
		 * Nupoint (Methadone Clinic in
			Kentwood)
		 * Otherway Ministries (food)
		 * Life EMS (Referrals for Overdose)
• MOUD at Cherry health, Center For
Integrative Medicine, and private
physicians
• Recovery Road
• AL ANO Club (Online during 		
COVID)
• Leonard St. Counseling
• Seeds of Promise
• Hispanic Center of West Michigan
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FINANCIALS
STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES
Years Ended December 31,
2020
Without Donor
Restrictions

2019

With Donor
Restrictions

Without Donor
Restrictions

Total

With Donor
Restrictions

Total

SUPPORT AND REVENUE
Grants
State

$

County
Foundations
Contributions
Miscellaneous income
Total Support and Revenue

845,190

$

-

$

845,190

$

684,343

$

-

$

684,343

530,733

-

530,733

650,511

-

32,100

711,110

743,210

-

40,937

650,511
40,937

1,408,023

711,110

2,119,133

1,334,854

40,937

1,375,791

38,711

-

38,711

54,588

-

54,588

-

-

-

35

-

35

1,446,734

711,110

2,157,844

1,389,477

40,937

1,430,414

331,511

(331,511)

-

88,724

(88,724)

-

593,504

RECLASSIFICATIONS
Net assets released for satisfaction
of purpose restrictions
EXPENSES
Program services
HIV programming
Recovery programming
Management and general

811,319

-

811,319

593,504

-

636,300

-

636,300

578,449

-

578,449

1,447,619

-

1,447,619

1,171,953

-

1,171,953
189,247

218,636

-

218,636

189,247

-

Fund-raising

72,223

-

72,223

65,606

-

65,606

Total Expenses

1,738,478

-

1,738,478

1,426,806

-

1,426,806

39,767

379,599

419,366

51,395

(47,787)

3,608

261,106

59,051

320,157

209,711

106,838

316,549

Change in Net Assets
Net Assets, Beginning of Year
Net Assets, End of Year
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$

300,873

$

438,650

$

739,523

$

261,106

$

59,051

$

320,157

STATEMENT OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES
Year Ended December 31, 2020
Program Services

Salaries and wages

HIV
Programming

Recovery
Programming

$

$

356,540

412,596

Management
and General

Total
$

769,136

$

104,568

FundRaising
$

Total

53,733

$

927,437

Other employee benefits

24,578

28,561

53,139

18,393

3,804

75,336

Payroll taxes

30,316

35,082

65,398

8,891

4,569

78,858

376

-

376

46,274

4

46,654

Professional services - other

1,204

13,975

15,179

15,827

1,550

32,556

Advertising and promotion

2,285

1,123

3,408

774

171

4,353

20,309

21,050

41,359

4,394

724

46,477

5,800

6,712

12,512

1,701

874

15,087

Occupancy

21,952

25,367

47,319

6,483

3,301

57,103

Travel

Professional services - accounting

Office expenses
Information technology

29,901

22,835

52,736

2,977

1,018

56,731

Conferences, conventions
and meetings

195

464

659

775

475

1,909

Depreciation

382

3,534

3,916

20

-

3,936

2,142

-

2,142

4,871

-

7,013

Program supplies

221,621

24,776

246,397

224

2,000

248,621

Client assistance

93,718

40,225

133,943

2,464

-

136,407

Insurance

Total Expenses

$

811,319

$

636,300

$

1,477,619

$

218,636

$

72,223

$

1,738,478
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IN HONOR OF THOSE WE’VE LOST

Jonathan LaMarie
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Katie McKee

THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO CONTRIBUTED
TO CREATING THE ANNUAL REPORT
• Steve Alsum • Kurt Stratton-Lindsay • Ace Chee • Dilli Gautam
• Nathan Bentley • Chris Chapin • Devin Leeman • Kerrie Baker

TheRedProjectGR

@RedProjectGR

redproject.org/donate
redproject.org
info@redproject.org
616-456-9063
401 Hall St. SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49507
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